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(57)Abstract

PURPpSE: To provide a thinHlIm multilayer printed circuit board

suitable for forming a reliable multi-chip module easily, by eliminating

a step part on faces of bonding pads formed in a row. and providing

good^cbnSitipns for bonding.

CONSTITUTION: On a main face of an insulating base board, a

conductive Wiring layer and an insulating layer are laminated

alterhately'in a body, and a thin-film multilayer wiring part 2 made up

of bonding pads in a row Is formed at a given part of the upper face

thereof. A conductive wiring in a layer provided just under a bonding

pad (2f) of the thin-film multi layer wiring part 2 is so selected or

set that the wiring width thereof becomes not less than that of the

bonding pad (2f). Moreover, a dummy layer (2h) is formed in the

other region under the bonding pad (2f) when there is no conductive

wiring so that the face of the bonding pads in a row can be made

flat.
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• * NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the thin film multilayer-interconnection substrate which possesses the thin film multilayer-

interconnection section which carries out the laminating of a wiring layer and the electric insulation

layer by turns and, by which the bonding pad has been made and arranged in the predetermined part on

top seriate, and changes the conductor formed and arranged in one on a support substrate principal

plane — the conductor by which the inner layer is carried out to the bonding pad directly under field of

said thin film multilayei^interconnection section, while choosing and setting up wiring width efface at

the width efface of a bonding pad. and the width of face of the same more than a conductor— the thin

film multilayer^interconnection substrate characterized by having carried out the arrangement law of the

dummy layer to other bonding pad directly under fields.to which the inner layer of the wiring is not

carried out, and carrying out flattening of said seriate bonding pad side.

[Translation done.] * NOTICES *

* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original ..

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to a thin film multilayer-interconnection substrate, and

relates to the thin film multilayer-interconnection substrate suitable for the configuration of a multi chip .

module or a hybrid IC in more detail.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, carrying and mounting the semiconductor device which

miniaturization of electronic parts or an electronic circuitry, densification (large-capacity-izing), etc. are

attained, for example, was packageHzed at the so-called printed circuit board is known widely, however,

the thin film multilayer-interconnection substrate which can be manufactured by the thin film technology

with said conventional mounting means since there is a limitation in the densification (large-capacity-

izing) etc. — the wiring substrate for mounting — carrying out — for example, — Development of the
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*
multi, chip module which carried and mounted the TAB (Tape Automated Bonding) chip is furthered

Drawing 3 is what showed the important section of the example of a configuration of such a thin film

multilayer-interconnection substrate in cross section, on the predetermined field side of the insulating

support substrate 1. has formed and arranged the so-called thin film multilayer-interconnection section

2 in one, and has accomplished the configuration which formed bonding pad 2f for connecting with

electrode terminal 3a of the chip type element 3 carried and mounted electrically by the bonding wire 4

seriate on the maximum top face of the thin film multilayer-interconnection section 2. That is. they are

power-source (conductor) layer 2a and thickness on the 1st page of an insulating support substrate.

The insulating layer of the minerals system of about 100-150nm, For example Si02 Layer 2b and grand

(conductor) layer 2c further Si02 layer 2b1, 2b2, 2b3, and a conductor (signal)— wiring layer 2d1, 2d2.

and 2d3 A laminating and unification are carried out by turns. Bonding pad 2f which connects electrically

to the maximum top face between die pad 2e which mounts a chip type element 3, and electrode

terminal 3a of a chip type element 3 has accomplished the configuration arranged in one seriate

corresponding to electrode terminal 3a of said chip type element 3. By the way, it sets in the thin film

multilayer-interconnection section 2 of this seed thin film multilayer-interconnection plate, and is [ as

opposed to / generally / bonding pad 2f ] 1, 2d2. and 2d3 2d of signal wiring layers. Wiring width efface

is set up small (thinly), signal wiring layer 2d2 from which drawing 4 and drawing 5 differ, and 2d3

)|c9|ed|c9ic:>H%3fc3|e — jt is what showcd typically patterning to bonding pad 2f on the top face of the maximum,

and, in any case, wiring width efface is set as about 1 law.

[0003] In addition, in the above-mentioned configuration, 2d of signal wiring layers of the thin film

multilayerHnterconnection section 2* by 2g for example, of beer connection, it connects electrically and

between 1, 2d2, 2d3, and bonding pad 2f forms the necessary wiring circuit.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in the case of the thin film multilayer^

interconnection substrate of said configuration, the following inconvenient problems are accepted. For

example, the necessary chip type element 3 is mounted on the top face of the multilayer- •

interconnection section 2, and when carrying out wirebonding, the problem that bonding nature is inferior

is in electrode terminal 3a of the chip type element 3, and corresponding bonding pad 2f. That is. it sets

in the thin film multilayei—interconnection section 2, and, generally is 1, 2d2. and 2d3 2d of signal wiring

layers. Since wiring width of face is small and narrower than the width of face which is bonding pad 2f, it

is 1; 2d2, and 2d3 2d of this signal wiring layer When bonding pad 2f is arranged on a wiring field, a level

difference will arise ineyjtably, VVhile this level difference generating of a bonding pad 2f page nieans

irregularity-ization of a bonding pad 2f page and serves as difficulty [ a bonding wire ] of positioning, or

the ease of happening of location . gap, when it is based on a solder reflow etc., it will be accompanied by

uneven soldering, and cannot attain mounting reliable as a result. If it explains in full detail to this point

pan. it will set to this kind of thin film multilayer-interconnection plate. Layer insulation layer 2b1 of the

thin film multilayei^interconnection section 2, 2b2, and 2b3 2-15 micrometers Extent and since it is thin.

Signal wiring layer 2d1, 2d2, and 2d3 Existence or nonexistence etc. tend to affect the surface

smoothness of thin film multilayer-interconnection section 2 front face. It is [ as opposed to / as

mentioned above / bonding pad 2f ] 1, 2d2. and 2d3 2d of signal wiring layers with narrow width efface.

- Even Jf a inner layer and arrangement of- are done, generating of a level difference is easily accepted in a

directly under field, and such a phenomenon not only in each bonding pad 2f Between bonding pad 2f

arranged seriate. Bonding pad with which inner layer and arrangement of 1. 2d2. and 2d3 are done 2d of

signal wiring layers to directly under field if it puts in another way 2f. signal wiring layer 2d1, 2d2, and

2d3 A level difference arises also between a inner layer and bonding pad 2f which is not arranged. The

surface smoothness as a bonding pad 2f train will be spoiled. Therefore, in said wirebonding etc.,

achievement of a homogeneity bonding operation of a bonding tool becomes difficult, and there is a

problem that the dependability of bonding is easy to be spoiled.

[0005] This invention aims at offer of thin film multilayer-interconnection substrates which can be
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* constituted easily, such as a reliable multi chip module, by having coped with the above-mentioned
situation, having been made, canceling the level difference of the bonding pad side arranged on the top

face seriate, and giving good bonding nature.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The laminating of a wiring layer and the electric insulation layer is

carried out by turns, the conductor with which the thin film multilayer-interconnection substrate

concerning this invention has been formed and arranged in one on a support substrate principal plane —
And it sets to the thin film multilayer-interconnection substrate with which a bonding pad possesses in

seriate the thin film multilayerHnterconnection section made and arranged, and grows into a

predetermined part on top. the conductor by which the inner layer is carried out to the bonding pad
directly under field of said thin film multilayer-interconnection section, while choosing and setting up
wiring width of face the same above as the width of face of a bonding pad a conductor — wiring is

characterized by having carried out the arrangement law of the dummy layer to other bonding pad
directly under fields by which a inner layer is not carried out, and carrying out flattening of said seriate

bonding pad side.

[0007]

[Function] In the field which is located directly under the bonding pad currently arranged in the top face
by seriate among the signal wiring of the multilayer-interconnection section according to this invention

Huge-ize the signal wiring width of face superficially, and while the bonding pad located in said upper
layer takes the configuration which can hold a flat surface, in the directly under field of other bonding
pads with which signal wiring does hot exist in directly under, the inner layer and arrangement of. a
dummy layer are done. It is formed so that a bonding pad train may take surface smoothness on the
whole. That is. since level difference attachment of the seriate bonding pad side resulting from the inner

layer of signal wiring is avoided easily and certainly (dissolution)-and is presenting flat-surface (flat)

nature good on the whole, it is improved and improved sharply, and the reliable bonding of bonding
nature becomes possible, and it contributes to. the configuration of the multi chip module which was
excellent in quality greatly.

i'[0008]

[Example] Hereafter, one example of this invention is explained with reference to drawing 1 - drawing 3 .

[0009] The thin film multilayer-interconnection substrate concerning this invention can be said to be the
same as that of the conventional case in the fundamentalconfiguration. That is, as the example of an

:'lPPPrtant sectipn configuration yyasL shown in said drawing 3 jn. cross. section, the configuration has .

.

formed and arranged the so-called thin film multilayer-interconnection section 2 in one. on the

predetermined field side of the support substrate 1, and has accomplished the configuration in which
bonding pad 2f for [ which is carried and mounted ] connecting electrically electrode terminal 3a of a
chip type element 3, for example was formed, in the maximum top face of the thin film multilayer^

interconnection section 2. When it furthermore explains in full .detail,;they are power-source (conductor)
layer 2a and thickness on the 1st page of a support substrate. The insulating layer of the minerals

system of about 100-150nm. For example Si02 Layer 2b and grand (conductor) layer 2c further Si02
layer 2b1, 2b2. 2b3. and a conductor (signal) — wiring layer 2d1. 2d2, and 2d3 A laminating and .

unification are..carri.ed. out by turns. The configuration that bonding pad- 2f^which connects electricaljy to
the maximum top face die pad 2e which mounts a chip type element 3, and electrode terminal 3a of a
chip type element 3 by wirebonding 4 has been arranged in one seriate is accomplished.

[0010] By the way. it sets to the thin film multilayer-interconnection plate concerning this invention, and
characterizes in that a part of configuration of said thin film multilayeMnterconnection section 2 was
changed and set up as follows. Namely, signal wiring layer 2d1 located in the directly under field of it to
bonding pad 2f prepared in seriate [ said ], 2d2, and 2d3 While setting wiring width of face as the
configuration hugeHzed especially alternatively Signal wiring is doing the inner layer and arrangement of
the same area as a bonding pad 2f page, or 2h (layer) of a little larger dummy pieces in the field which
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does not exist in directly under, the signal wiring layer from which drawing 1 and drawing 2 differ

mutually, signal wiring layer 2d2 [ for example, ], and 2d3 It is what showed typically patterning to

bonding pad 2f on the top face of the maximum. ******** — In any case, the signal wiring width efface

located in a bonding pad 2f field [ directly under] While setting up enormously a little more greatly

alternatively, in the same width of face as said bonding pad 2f piece thru/or the field to which signal

wiring does not exist, the inner layer and arrangement of the same area as a bonding pad 2f page

thru/or 2h (layer) of a little larger dummy pieces are done. In addition, it sets in the above-mentioned

configuration and is 1, 2d2, and 2d3 2d of signal wiring layers of the thin film multilayer^interconnection

section 2. And by 2g for example, of beer connection, it connects electrically and between bonding pad

2f forms the necessary wiring circuit. ...
[0011] The thin film multilayer-interconnection plate concerning above-mentioned this invention can be

easily manufactured based on the manufacture means usually taken in manufacture of this seed thin film

multilayer-interconnection plate. That is, they are said insulating^layer 2b1, 2b2, and 2b3 with the

obligatory manufacture means of this kind of thin film multilayer-interconnection plate. And signal wiring

layer 2d1, 2d2, and 2d3 The part of an alternation and laminating chemically-modified degree is changed.

Signal wiring layer 2d1, 2d2, and 2d3 In a patterning process While setting tip alternatively enormously a

part of signal wiring arranged directly under the bonding pad 2f train planned on a design It can

manufacture easily only by adding the actuation which inserts and arranges suitably 2h of dummy layers,

such as a piece of a metal, a resin layer, etc. from which said signal wiring and comparable thickness

were insulated, in a predetermined location (field) to the other bonding pad 2f directly under field

similarly planned on a design..

[0012] This invention is not limited to the above-mentioned instantiation, and can take deformation

various in the range which does not deviate from the main point of invention. That is, as a support

substrate, it is not restricted to a silicon substrate with an oxide film, for example, is aluminum 203. A
substrate, a polyimide resin system substrate, Si substrate formed into low resistance, etc. may be used,

and it is also the insulating layer of the multilayer-interconnection section. Si02 Instead of a layer, for

example, a glass layer, a polyimide resin layer, a benz-cyclo-butene resin layer, etc. are sufficient.

Moreover, the quality of the materials, such as a voltage plane, a grand layer, and a signal wiring layer,

are also chosen suitably.

[0013]

[Effect of the Invention] In the thin film multilayei^interconnection substrate applied to this invention as

explained above In the directly under field of the seriate bonding pad currently arranged in the top face .

among the signal wiring of the multilayer-interconnection section Huge-ize the signal wiring width of

face superficially, and while the bonding pad located in said upper layer takes the configuration which .

can hold a flat surface, in the field to which signal wiring does not exist directly under other bonding

pads, the inner layer and arrangement of a dummy layer are done. It is formed so that the bonding pad

side which accomplishes seriate may take uniform surface smoothness. That is, since level difference

attachment of the bonding pad side resulting from signal wiring is avoided easily on the whole and

certainly (dissolution) and is presenting good flat-surface (flat) nature, it is improved and improved

sharply, and the reliable bonding of bonding nature becomes possible, and it contributes to the

configuration of the multi chip module which was excellent in quality greatly. - - .

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *
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' 1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] The top view showing the important section of the example of patterning of the 1 signal

wiring layer of the thin film multilayer-interconnection substrate concerning this invention.

[Drawing 2] The top view showing the important section of the example of patterning of other signal

wiring layers of the thin film multilayer-interconnection substrate concerning this invention.

[Drawing 3] The sectional view showing the important section configuration of a thin film multilayer-

interconnection substrate.

[Drawing 4] The top view showing the important section of the example of patterning of the 1 signal

wiring layer of the conventional thin film multilayer^interconnection substrate.

[Drawing 5] The top view showing the important section of the example of patterning of other signal

wiring layers of the conventional thin film multilayer^interconnection substrate.

[Description of Notations]

1 — support substrate 2 — thin film multilayer^interconnection section 2a— voltage plane 2b

—

insulating layer 2c and 5c— grand layer 2b1, 2b2, and 2b3 .— layer insulation, layer 2d1; 2d2, and 2d3 —
signal wiring layer 2e:— die pad 2f— bonding pad 2g— beer connection 2h — Dummy layer (piece) 3 —
Chip type element 3a — Electrode terminal of a chip type element

4 — Bonding wire

[Translation done.]
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